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How we show our values… 

Caring 

Considerate 

Courageous 

The Romans! 

English 

It’s a busy half term for English! We’ll be writing 
newspaper reports and a narrative, linked to our 
History topic, and hopefully we’ll also be able to 
squeeze in some poetry! 

Maths 

We will be continuing to look at turning fractions 
into decimals to begin with this half term. We’ll 
then be moving on to money and time. We’ll  
also include reading Roman Numerals to fit with 
out History! 

RE 

We’ll be looking at what happened once 
Jesus left the Earth in RE this half term, 
relating this to the Day of Pentecost  
story, and the Christian belief about the 
Kingdom of God on Earth.  

RSE 

Our focus this half term is on physical health. We’ll be 
discussing what to do if children are worried about their 
health, what happens to the body if you don’t eat 
healthy food, and how medicines and other drugs affect 
the body.  

Enrichment Opportunities 

We have a trip to Gilling Castle planned, along with lots 
of other fun activities throughout the half term linked 
with our Roman History topic.  

How we show our values… 

Caring - by supporting one another with our mental health 

Considerate - by appreciating other people have different views and opinions in RE 

Courageous - by trying lots of new and different activities in PE 

Time, Testing and Technology 

History - our focus this half term is the 
Romans. We’ll learn how York changed 
under the Romans, what a day in the life 
of a Roman child looked like, and why the 
Romans left Britain.  
 
Science - it’s all about sound this half 
term! We’ll be learning and exploring 
how sounds are made and how they can 
travel.  

Beautiful Creations 

Design Technology - we will be designing and 
upcycling an item of old clothing to breathe new 
life into it! Using different sewing techniques, 
we’ll create new items that suit the fabric we 
have.   
 
 

Our Wonderful World 

Geography - we’ll be linking to our History by 
locating Italy on a map, and understanding how 
Romans might have travelled to Britain, and the 
difficulties they may have faced due to the 
landscape.  
 
PE - we’re continuing with our swimming at 
Archbishop Holgate’s, and with Miss Horrocks 
we are  focussing on athletics. We’ll be learning 
to choose an appropriate stride to run over 
obstacles, and how to throw objects with force.  


